Dr Lake had had second thoughts on the matter. He pointed out to me in a letter that the cut version makes remarkably little sense. The chaps in the sphere move abruptly from blackness and misted up windows to light outside and clear windows within the space of one sentence - and there is a reference to “these hummocks” which are only mentioned previously in the cut portion. I think it suspicious that the cut is almost exactly one page long.

His theory to account for these difficulties was that a page of the typescript had got lost when the American edition was set and, since the dislocation still made superficial sense, no one noticed the problem. This included Wells himself, who went on to use the defective version as copy text for the Atlantic Edition.

By August Dr Lake had come up with a persuasive explanation for how the mistaken cut could have occurred. He had been looking through *The Collector’s Book of Science Fiction* by H.G. Wells (Secaucus, NJ: Castle Books, 1978), a facsimile reprint of some of Wells’s early work as originally published in magazines, when he noticed that the mysterious deletion constituted exactly one page of the *Strand Magazine* serial version, namely p.32 of the January 1901 issue. Could it be that the typescript sent to America was copied from the magazine, with one page accidentally left out? It could indeed - for the American text shows other signs of influence from the *Strand* text (the placing of commas, for example). Presumably Wells wrote his revisions for the US edition onto a copy of the *Strand*, just as he had earlier revised *The Time Machine* utilising pages from the *National Observer* serial version.

Sad to say, after all that detective work (right down to suggesting the name of the guilty typist, Wells’s cousin Bertha Williams), Dr Lake cannot actually claim the credit for being the first person to spot what must have happened. In a letter to me of January 1990, Chris Little, a Lecturer in Physics at the University of St Andrews, in Fife, advances the same theory and points out that it had been suggested previously, in Peter Haining’s *H.G. Wells Scrapbook* (London: New English Library, 1978) pp.104-5. Worse, by February Dr Lake had discovered he had been ‘scooped’ by a massive fifty-six years! The mystery of the missing page had, it turns out, been noted in the *Times Literary Supplement* for 3rd August 1933, p.17, column 4.

One intriguing question remains, did anyone draw Wells’s attention to this item in the TLS? It’s hard to believe that it can simply have passed him by. The last I heard, Dr Lake was trying to get hold of the 1934 Knopf edition of *Seven Famous Novels* by H.G. Wells to see whether Wells took the opportunity this edition offered him to rebuild the American text into the original twenty-six chapters. By 1934, however, Wells had little interest in the details of his early fiction, so it is doubtful whether, even if he knew of the defect, he would have taken the trouble to remedy it. Contemporary Wellsians, on the other hand, will doubtless be keen to hand on to posterity that delightful, imaginative, historic and thought-provoking document, *The First Men in the Moon*, in the best state possible. I for one look forward to the publication of a definitive edition, with the miraculous touchdown on the Moon preserved in its full glory.

M.D.
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